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Topic

Vitamins and Supplements Ranking
Magnesium, Gluten Intolerance, and
Mineral Deficiency
Friend had brain surgery after accident
Gluten 
Gluten irritates intestinal lining and makes
it inflamed. Hard to absorb nutrients.
Often comes up after surgery because of
fluoride in anesthetic.
After surgery can have magnesium deficiency
symptoms.

Muscle spasms because of magnesium
deficiency.
Dr. Carolyn eats everything besides dairy
and gluten.
Gets gas and bloating form dairy and gluten.
Cannot function on vegetarian diet. 
Even tried macrobiotic diet and did not have
enough protein to bind with fluid.
Minerals find a way into cells and liquid
follows.
Do not believe in vegan or vegetarian diet.
Only 4% follow this eating program.
The China Study had flawed information in it.
See book by T. Colin Campbell

people.

RNA Drops correcting less than position
Allergy to barley.
Many testimonials of people who are gluten
intolerant or with allergies can use RNA Drops
Sister-no diabetes, no liver cancer, no gluten
intolerance after using drops
Chemo, medical marijuana, RNA Drops,

Little bit of everything that may help.
If you have chronic condition, experiment
with the Drops and so on.
Husband on beta blocker and diuretic
Concerned about mineral depletion.

amazon.com ranking for Coast to Coast

Can use ReMag liquid in his feeding tube.
Blog on Laryngo Spasms and Magnesium

Good critique on his work by paleo diet 

Dr. Cordain and Colin Campbell debate.

ReMag, ReAline

Would like to take him off meds.



White Coat Syndrome and occasional

Symptoms of magnesium deficiency.
Stress and cortisol
Magnesium RBC Test

dose. Chronic conditions may need more.
Go slow when you have a chronic condition.
Does magnesium sulfate baths.
Blog-When Magnesium Makes You Worse

so busy.
What's his body temperature like?

good for that.
RNA Drops to create perfect cells.
1-2 drops twice a day. Add 1 drop or 2 a week

Fat cells to hide toxins
Stress toxins can be in body.
Takes out the trash.
Heavy metal detoxification in blood pressure
and heart disease cases.

RNA Drops under tongue. Nothing to drink
for 10 minutes.
Son got healing from depression in ocean in
Hawaii.
Depression came back when he returned to
Texas.
He's now on super nutrients.
Free electrons from Earth when they are at
the beach in the water.
Earthing - bare foot for 10 minutes on Earth or
copper bracelet around ankles
Dealing with blood pressure.
On blood pressure medication and diuretic.
Sensitive to sodium.
Do you think you get dehydrated?
1/2-1 gal of water per day.
Medications are toxins in the body and have
side effects. Good idea to drink more fluids.
Diuretic is draining your minerals. May need
more magnesium.
Suggest Magnesium RBC Test.
More fluid - sodium concentrates when you 
are dehydrated. 
1/2 your body weight in oz of water as the 
amount to drink.

PVCs

ReMag 1/2 tsp 2 times a day is maintenance

ReLyte-with weight and adrenal glands be

Hotter - 1/4-1/2 tsp of ReLyte 2 times a day
ReLyte isn't all focused on thyroid but is

ReAline - our detox product

ReLyte and ReMag together in juice or water.



Total Biology - Stress between you and
outside world
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